Managing Soarian
Application Output
LRS and Siemens in the Healthcare Environment
Timely Information, Better Care
In the modern healthcare environment, accurate
and timely information is an important tool for
clinicians and patients alike. From patient
wristbands to clinical documentation or billing
records — documents are a catalyst for nearly
all healthcare workﬂows.
DID YOU KNOW?
LRS developed its
first solution for
managing Siemens
healthcare output
in 1997.

The problem: Large hospitals often require
numerous Windows print servers to deliver
Soarian-generated documents to remote
printers and other output destinations. Each
Windows print server may have hundreds of
deﬁned printers and print drivers, making
administration and troubleshooting extremely
diﬃcult.
Since the 1990s, LRS and Siemens Healthcare
have worked together to provide reliable
delivery of healthcare documents for their
customers. Our latest collaboration is a
documented and supported interface linking
Soarian Clinicals, Financials, and Scheduling
with the LRS® Output Management Server.

Savings and Security with
Siemens & LRS
In order to reduce costs and improve document
security, you need a scalable output management
solution that provides assured delivery of critical
documents. LRS and Siemens solutions help you:
■ Get it Together. The LRS Output Server
establishes a single point of control to help
you monitor and manage output from all
Soarian applications and other systems.

Protect Sensitive Data. MFPsecure
functionality from LRS prevents protected
health information (PHI) and other sensitive
documents from being accessed by
unauthorized personnel.

■

Count What Counts. LRS output auditing
facilities help you track which documents are
being printed where, when, and by whom.
This increases document security and helps
you identify areas for savings.

■

Enhance Downtime Reporting. The
ﬂexible LRS Output Server ensures reliable
output delivery during planned or unplanned
downtime events.

■

LRS Output
Management in
the Soarian
Environment
The LRS Output Server acts
as a central point of control
for all Soarian application
output. This simplifies the
administration tasks
and eliminates unnecessary
print servers and other
infrastructure components.
Result? Less cost and
complexity, coupled with
faster delivery of patient
care-related information.

Secure, cost-eﬀective printing from
Soarian applications and more
LRS document solutions form a central point of
control that collects output from any EMR system for
delivery to any destination. Information about each
print job (color, duplex, copy count, recipient, etc.)
is captured for auditing and analysis. The jointly
developed VPSX-Soarian interface enables greater
control over output delivery and provides real-time
feedback to end users about document status.

The Big Picture
For over a decade, LRS and Siemens Healthcare
have been working together to help our customers
improve delivery of critical healthcare documents.
Contact LRS for information about:
■

Secure document delivery

■

Managing output from multiple applications

■

Rightsizing your printer inventory

■

Reducing print volumes

■

Eﬀective ﬂeet management solutions

■

Measuring your true cost of printing

To learn more about healthcare document solutions from LRS, contact your marketing representative
or visit us at www.LRSOutputManagement.com.
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